about for two reasons. The geometric distance to the wall increases with increasing frequency and waves encounter additional retardation in crossing the vertical contours as the wave approaches the reflecting wall. The second effect is to bring the two branches of the loop closer together with increasing frequency. The reason for this is again that the distance between the sounder and wall increases with increasing sounding frequency. If the separation of the contours becomes sufficiently great, the branches may even merge or the effective nose frequency may become so great as to exclude oblique echoes from returning to the satellite. Thus, for a variable spacing in the vertical contours it is possible to get several loops separated by frequency regions of no returned oblique echoes (the two loops in Fig. 1 , ionogram C, could be an example of this).
about for two reasons. The geometric distance to the wall increases with increasing frequency and waves encounter additional retardation in crossing the vertical contours as the wave approaches the reflecting wall. The second effect is to bring the two branches of the loop closer together with increasing frequency. The reason for this is again that the distance between the sounder and wall increases with increasing sounding frequency. If the separation of the contours becomes sufficiently great, the branches may even merge or the effective nose frequency may become so great as to exclude oblique echoes from returning to the satellite. Thus, for a variable spacing in the vertical contours it is possible to get several loops separated by frequency regions of no returned oblique echoes (the two loops in Fig. 1 , ionogram C, could be an example of this).
The loops shown in Fig. 1 can now be understood. Each of the loops shows the nose frequency and two branches which tend to merge at the higher frequencies. On ionogram A the nose of the loop is at about 1.03 MHz. Thus, the reflection would occur near the steep part of the 5 x lo3 (~m -~) electron density contour shown on Fig. 2 just equatorward of the sounder at point A. On ionogram B the nose frequency is 1. 18 MHz so that the reflection occurs near the 8 x lo3 electron density contour. Again the ray would be reflected equatorward of the sounder (point B). Since the sounder at position B is further away from the steep side of the depression than at position A the nose frequency is higher on ionogram B than on ionogram A.
On ionogram C there are two loops, whose nose frequencies are about 0.72 MHz and 1. 31 MHz. Notice that the extraordinary cutoff is at a much lower frequency on ionogram C, due to the lower electron density at the sounder at point C. The lower and higher frequency loops are reflected from near the 6 x 10' and 6 x lo4 electron density levels, respectively. The lower frequency loop is reflected equatorward of the sounder from the less dense wall which intersects the sounder path between sounder positions B and C. The higher frequency loop is probably reflected equatorward of the sounder also, since the higher frequency rays can penetrate the less dense wall responsible for the low-frequency loop. However, for the higher frequency loop, reflection from poleward of the sounder cannot be ruled out.
The model discussed in this paper can also be used to understand some echoes from field-aligned sheets of irregularities* such as are observed at high magnetic latitudes. For this scattering problem the reflecting wall is stationary and the upper branch of the loop approaches a constant delay time for increasing frequency. Because other ray paths (discussed in studies of spread F4) are also possible in this problem the resulting traces are sometimes more diffuse than the traces explained in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
sewations to the study of the earth's ionosphere is described. Those aspects of theory of Thornson Scatter that have been put to practical
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evidence for the existence of ionized layers in use in ionospheric investigations are reviewed briefly and the type of radar equipment constructed for these investigations is discussed.
of new techniques, viz., in situ sampling by rockets and satellites and earth-based radar observations of Thomson (or incoherent) Scatter. The experiments carried out by Appleton and Barnett, Breit and Tuve, and others, depended upon observing a radio signal of frequency f reflected from the ionosphere.
This will occur at an altitude at which f = fN where fN is the plasma frequency given by [4] 1 Ne2 -f fN =%[GI where N = electron density/(m-3), e = charge on an electron (1.6 x lo-'' C), m,=mass of an electron (9.1 x kg) and c0 = permittivity of free space (8.85 x lo-', f/m). When fN is expressed in MHz, (1) reduces to the well-known relation fN = 8.97 X 10-6N*.
(2)
By advancing the frequency f of the exploring signal, it is possible to examine the distribution of density versus altitude up to the peak of the F 2 layer, which typically might be at 300 km altitude. The ionization lying above the layer peak cannot be detected from the ground by the reflection technique. A second restriction is that only the electron density can be determined. The observed density represents the balance between competing processes of production, loss, and movements, and even today we do not have reliable means of measuring independently these three functions. Thus considerable uncertainty remains concerning the importance of certain effects [5] , [ 6 ] . However, other properties of the upper atmosphere (neutral density, temperature, and composition) that bear on the formation of the ionosphere are now open to study, thereby eliminating much uncertainty concerning the production and loss terms. Additional properties of the plasma -the ionic composition and temperature-are also measurable, both by in situ sampling and by means of highpower radar observations from the ground.
In this paper we attempt to review what can be accomplished using the new technique of high-power radar study. We begin, in the section that follows, by discussing some of the theory of Thomson Scatter. In order to be brief, we simply present, without any derivation, results reached in earlier theoretical papers and limit the review to those predictions of the theory that have been put to practical test and use for ionospheric studies.
In Section I11 we describe some of the apparatus that has been constructed for Thomson Scatter studies of the ionosphere. At the present time there are four U. S. groups actively engaged in this work, and one group each in England, France, and the USSR. Sections IV-VI11 discuss methods of determining, respectively, electron density, electron and ion temperature, ion composition, drift motions, and neutral temperature, and in Section IX other applications of the technique are discussed. In this review it would not be possible to describe all the experimental work that has been performed, and instead, only a few representative results for each of the types of measurement are presented.
THEORY A . Scatter of Radiation by a Plasma
It was discovered after World War I1 that, given adequate sensitivity, it is possible to detect signals scattered from the ionosphere at operating frequencies f >> foF2 where f0F2 is the plasma frequency fN at the peak of the F 2 layer [7] . This scatter arises from the existence of density fluctuations in the medium which give rise to local variations in the dielectric constant E . If the local deviation is A&, then the mean square deviation in E for any volume u of the medium is and the radar scattering cross section of such a medium per unit volume for given directions of incidence and scattering becomes where E, is the radio wavelength and k the propagation constant (=2n/E.). The (l,, m,, n,) is a unit vector in the direction of incidence, and (l,, m,, n,) a unit vector in the direction of scattering t ) being the polarization angle, i.e., the angle between the incident electric field and the direction to the receiver. The function P[k (l, -I,), k(m, -m,), k(n, -n,)] is a three-dimensional wave-number spectrum of the density variation. Stated differently, this function is the Fourier transform of an autocorrelation function p(x, y , z), which specifies the average shape of the irregularities (A&/&) (x, y, z ) in a direction defined by (I,, m,, n,) and (I,, m,, n2). Since the autocorrelation function p(x, y , z) must be normalized to unity at the origin, it follows that the wave-number spectrum must be normalized as
[-+;J-+:J-+;P[k(I,
-I,), k(m2 -ml)?
k(n2 -n,)]dU2 -W ( m 2 -mJ9 4 n 2 -n,) = 1, i.e., the volume under the function is unity.
The direction of the vector (1, -I,, m, -ml, n, -n,) is the bisector of the external angle, and defines what may be termed the "mirror direction" for the directions of incidence and scattering. Planes perpendicular to this vector are able to "mirror" the direction of incidence into the direction of scattering [9] .
The irregularities in the medium may be Fourier analyzed into plane stratified fractional deviations of E having sinusoidal profiles and continuously distributed with regard to both direction and corrugation wavelength. Equation (4) therefore implies that the scattering in a particular direction
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depends upon the Fourier content of the irregularities in an associated mirror direction. That is, it depends upon the presence of corrugation wavelengths such as to produce constructive interference in the direction of scattering. For signals to be scattered through an angle x there must be a in which f is the radio wave frequency. Thus, in the case when f >> fN,
On substituting in (5), this leads to f iP(2kl,2km, 2kn).
As an illustration, suppose that the plasma contains irregularities AN/N that are spherically symmetrical and describable by a Gaussian autocorrelation function with a scale L. Then it may be shown that [9]
It is evident from (9) that in this instance the scattering cross section will depend critically upon the ratio L / l which appears in the exponential term. Ionospheric irregularities (associated, for example, with spread F) are thought to contain irregularities A N / N of -1 percent and have scale sizes L of the order of many tens of meters. Thus they are largely undetectable at radio wavelengths AI lm.
Under these circumstances, and if no other agent is able to produce density fluctuations in the medium with a scale comparable to I , the scattering cross section t~ will fall to a very low value set by the small density fluctuations arising from the random thermal motion of the particles themselves. This scattering we call Thomson (or incoherent) Scatter.
On substituting from (1) for fN, (8) becomes 
J. J. Thomson [lo}, who discovered the electron, also
showed that single electrons are capable of scattering electromagnetic waves (X-rays), and that the energy scattered by an electron into unit solid angle per unit incident flux (1 W/m2) is given by (I, sin $)' where $ is the polarization angle, i.e., the angle between the direction ofthe incident electric field and the direction to the observer. The (sin $) term enters because the scattering polar diagram of each excited electron is similar to that of a Hertzian dipole. It can be seen that the scattering cross section is independent of the wavelength of the incident electromagnetic radiation, and that the total flux reradiated is 8nr;/3. This is known as the Thomson cross section. Radar engineers have adopted a convention whereby the cross section of a target is stated as the projected area of a perfectly conducting sphere which, if placed in the same position as the real target, would scatter the same amount of energy to the observer. Since perfectly reflecting spheres are isotropic scatterers it follows that the radar cross section of an electron o, should be stated as Q, = h ( r , sin $)2 x sin' $ m2.
( 1 1 )
In the case of backscattering, $ = 4 2 and thus (10) may be written
2kn). (12)
Fejer [ l l ] first e x b i n e d the scattering when the function P(2k1, 2km, 2kn) represents the fluctuation density brought about by the random thermal motion of the particles. He showed that, subject to conditions that will be mentioned, the product (AN)'P(2kl, 2km, 2kn) = N (13) so that the radar cross section of unit volume is No,. This same result can be reached very simply by classical arguments as follows. The radar signals in any practical experiment will illuminate a finite volume in the ionosphere. Because of their random thermal motion, the electrons will scatter signals whose phases are varying with time and which bear no relation one to another. Thus at the receiver the signal powers (rather than voltages) will add, and on the average the cross section per unit volume will be simply the product of the density N and the cross section per electron 0,. It is on the basis of this argument that the term "incoherent scatter" (or "incoherent backscatter") has been used to describe the phenomenon. However, as we shall see, the presence of the ions in the plasma serve to introduce a degree of coherence, and we prefer the name Thomson Scatter.
B. Thomson Scatter from a Thermal Unmagnetized Plasma
The classical argument given above was employed in a paper by where .z0 is the permittivity of free space, K is Boltzmann's constant, is the electron temperature, N the electron density, and e the charge on an electron. Thus,
. L, I and typically has values in the ionosphere of the order of 1 cm or less below 1000 km, rising to 6 cm at 2000 km altitude (Table I) .
It is not possible to sustain organized motion in a plasma on a scale smaller than D [18] . It follows that for exploring wavelengths 3. << D, the wave-number spectrum function P(2kI, 2km, 2kn) [in (12)] contains only a term representing the unperturbed motion of the electrons. In this case the total scattering cross section is Nu, as derived above, and the spectrum of the reflected signals will be Gaussian with a half-power width of 0.71 AL [see (15) ]. Were one to attempt to observe this scattering, say, by operating a radar at a wavelength of 1 cm, the expected spectrum width (when T,= 1600°K) would be -30 MHz The energy per unit bandwidth would therefore be extremely small and beyond the detectable limit of present radar systems. Thus, although such scattering has been observed in laboratory plasmas [19] using a laser as the source of the incident light, it is of little practical interest for ionospheric studies at present. When the exploring wavelength is much larger than the Debye length, the scattering can no longer be regarded as from the individual electrons, but instead is best thought of as arising from density fluctuations brought about by longitudinal oscillations in the plasma. The principal components will be waves introduced by the presence of the ions (ion-acoustic waves) and electron-induced waves at the plasma frequency and electron gyrofrequency. The total amount of power scattered by each of these waves can be obtained by evaluating the wave-number spectrum function P(2kZ, 2km, 2kn) for the fluctuation component in question. In Fejer's paper [€ 11 this was camed out for the ionacoustic and electron plasma waves under assumptions of thermal equilibrium between electrons and ions, no collisions, no magnetic field, and singly charged ions. The problem was also taken up by Dougherty 
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these terms apply to the ions. The terms in (18) prefaced by summation signs must be evaluated by summing over all the ion species present.
The spectrum function W(o) [given in (18) ] can be seen to contain two terms, the first of which may be termed the "electronic component" and the second the "ionic component." Fig. 1 , taken from a paper by Hagfors [17] , shows plots of the logarithm of the echo power versus the logarithm of the Doppler shift in units of Afe for different values of the parameter a=4nD/I. The curves in this figure were computed according to (18) for the case TJT = 1.0.
When a 2 10, the scattered energy is entirely due to the electronic component and has a Gaussian spectrum with a width proportional to the thermal speed of the electrons as discussed previously [see (15) ]. For values of a lying between 0.5 and 2.0, the spectrum appears as the sum of two components (ionic and electronic) which contain approximately equal amounts of power. Here Ne is the number density of electrons, T, the electron temperature, me the electron mass, and with the subscript i, interest and will be discussed further in Sections IV and IX. The largest part of the energy now appears in the ionic component, which, when compared with the electronic spectrum at a=lO, is narrower by the ratio (mi/me)*. In the case of 0' ions this is a factor of 171 and thus the width is approximately 2 x 10-2Af,. The echo energy is therefore largely concentrated in a relatively narrow spectral line, and it is this feature that renders the earth's ionosphere open to radar investigation using apparatus of lower sensitivity than originally envisaged by Gordon. For a+O the total scattered power per electron (in the ionic line) is found to be oe/2 in the case of thermal equilibrium. The ionic component is plotted in Fig. 2 for various values of the ratio a = 4nD/I. In this figure the frequency scale is in units of the Doppler shift Af;. expected for an ion approaching at the mean speed of the ions, Le., 1
I
Af;. = -(8KTJmi)* Hz where mi is the mass of the dominant positive ion. For atomic oxygen this reduces to 
when I is expressed in meters. It can be seen that when c+T the center to half-power width of the spectrum is -1.6 Afi. Taking '=1600"K and I = 1 meter, we find 1.6 AL=4.2 kHz. The total cross section attributable to the ionic com- In the ionosphere it ispossibk-for the electrons and ions to be at different temperatures. If it be assumed that both species have Maxwelllan velocity distributions, but are characterized by dserent temperatures, the ionic component of the spectrum will change shape in a way which depends upon the ratio q / T . Fig. 3 illustrates this behavior for the case a=O.l for 0 ' ions. The double-humped appearance of the spectra in Fig. 3 lacks any simple explanation. One may choose to regard .the humps as reflections from waves traveling toward and away from the observer at the mean thermal speedd fictitious particles having the mass of the ions and the temperature of the electrons, i.e., they occur at AA(Te/Ti)* = 1.0 (Section VI-B). Values of Te/Ti outside the range 1 to 4 have not yet been encountered in the ionosphere, though they may be possible in laboratory plasmas.
The effect of varying Te/Ti on the total echo power can be included in-(23) by the following modification [ll] . Fig. 4 shows the result for the case a+O. It can be seen that the cross section first decreases with increasing Te/Ti, but then as Te/Ti+oo, a+ae. Fig. 5 shows the variation of the total scattering cross section (i.e., ionic plus electronic) with a(=47cD/A)
for various values of Te/T. The range of T,/T encountered in the ionosphere is such that (24) can be used for most ionospheric observations without introducing serious error.
Thus far we have discussed only the effects on the spectrum shape and scattering cross section of varying the parameter a (=.47tD/A) and q / T . We will defer till later sections the influence of the ionic composition, magnetic fields, and collisions. Before leaving this section, however, it is well to discuss the effect of increasing a on the ability to recover Te/Ti from the shape of the spectrum [27] . As seen in Fig. 3 , the ratio Te/Ti is characterized by the height of the wing relative to the center of the spectrum. Thus in order to deduce this parameter (assuming Ti is not known), it is necessary that the spectrum have this double-humped appearance. From Fig. 2 this would seem to require that a I 0 . 5 , which places a limit on the range of useful wavelengths of A 2 250. Table I gives likely maximum and minimum values of density and electron temperature (at various altitudes for temperate latitudes) from which D has been calculated. Also listed is the shortest usable wavelength Amin (taken as 250) for that altitude. It is evident from this table that a wavelength of 2 1 meter is required if observations are to be conducted to an altitude of IO00 km for all times of day and parts of the sunspot cycle. The maximum useful wavelength is set by the need to reduce the relative importance of partially coherent scattering from spread F or other ionospheric irregularities [i.e., make i <e L in (9)]. Thus if a single wavelength is to be employed for observations over a wide range of heights, the best choice would appear to be in the vicinity of i = 1 meter. Table I1 gives typical values of and m i that might be encountered at various altitudes in the ionosphere, and the half-width of the signal spectrum [26] ). The case i >>4nD, (after Moorcroft [26] ). The dashed curve shows the dashed curve shows the amount of power attributable to the electronic variation predicted by (24) given by Buneman [22 1.
component. (taken to be 2Afi) expected on the basis of these values for this wavelength.
C. The Radar Equation
In order to define the altitude from which the scattering is occurring, it is necessary either to employ two or more intersecting antenna beams, or to employ a short pulse on transmission. In the latter case the echo power P, available at the receiver terminals may be shown to be [28] where P, is peak transmitter power (watts), L is a loss factor which allows for such things as ohmic losses in the transmission line systems to the transmitter and receiver, N is the electron density (assumed constant over the height interval cT/2 occupied by the pulse), Q is the effective cross section per electron [defined in (24)], c is the velocity of light, T is pulse length, R is the range to scattering volume and 
16.n watts.
It can be seen that to observe'a given density N at a given distance R with a required height resolution (equal to cT/2 with beam vertical) the radar designer must optimize the product P,A(O). Since the scatterers 6l1 the antenna beam, the antenna gain (or collecting area) enters the equation only once. The designer must also attempt to minimize the amount of competing noise power P, = KT& present in the receiver by reducing the bandwidth b to a value that will just accommodate the spectral width of the echo, and by reducing the system temperature T, by employing receiving and antenna equipment designed for their low-noise contributions.
In the bistatic situation where two beams are arranged to intersect at an angle x, the total echo power P, depends upon the weighting imposed by the two antenna beams. Assuming that both beams are cylindrically symmetrical and that the space where they intersect is represented by an orthogonal coordinate system x, y, z, the echo power P, is
Here it is assumed that the transmitter radiates CW with an average power Pa, and R , and R , are, respectively, distances from the center of the scattering volume to the transmitter and receiver. Elsewhere in (29) the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the parameters of the transmitting and receiving stations, respectively. Equation (29) assumes that the dimensions of the scattering volume are small compared with R , and R,, i.e., the beamwidths are small. When the widths of the antenna beams are equal at the point of intersection and their included angle x is large, we have for typical parabolic antennas [29] PavLNaAA,(0)* (4n)'R2 sin x P, = 5.7
It can be seen that in the bistatic situation with matched beams the echo power varies inversely as the distance R, of the scattering volume from the receiving antenna (instead of inversely as the square) and only as the half-power of the on-axis collecting area A2(0) of the receiving antenna. The properties of the transmitting antenna do not enter the equation provided the beams remain matched. The receiver beam may be wider than the transmitter beam or vice versa and the above integration may be repeated to determine P, in such cases. Fig. 6 shows the factor by which the right-hand side of (30) must be multiplied for different ratios between the beam diameters at the point of intersection [29] . At fist sight it may appear that P, can be increased by mismatching the beam sizes, in violation of one's intuitive reasoning. However, if the receiver beam is, for example, twice as wide as the transmitting beam, this means that A2(0)f can be increased by a factor of 2 when the beams will again match. The total echo power will then increase by 2/1.264= 1.58 (or 2 dB). It follows that mismatching the beamwidthsdoes degrade the signal level and, of course, it degrades the height resolution also. The constants appearing in (28) and (30) differ somewhat from earlier ones published by Gordon [ 121 and Bowles et al. [30] where the weighting imposed by the antenna pattern was included in only an approximate manner. Table I11 lists the locations .of the major radar facilities that have been employed for Thomson Scatter studies of the ionosphere, and their parameters are presented in Table IV . Also in Table IV an attempt has been made to compare their sensitivities by assuming that each system [except the CNET (Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications) radar] is operated with the same pulse length (T= 100 ps), same receiver bandwidth (b = 10 KHz), and same pulse repetition frequency ( 5 0 Hz) though in fact this would be a normal mode of operation for only a few of them. For this reason these relative sensitivities given in Table IV should not be taken too seriously, but do serve to show that the long-wave systems (Jicamarca and Arecibo I) suffer in comparison to the short-wave systems because of the high background noise to which they are exposed. In what follows we describe in greater detail the systems at Jicamarca, Arecibo, and St. Santin. These three differ most widely, and the Malvern and Millstone instruments may be regarded as smaller versions of Arecibo. It should be borne in mind that the three facilities to be discussed were conceived at rather different times and were constructed at differing rates and for widely different costs. Further, the theory outlined in the previous section was but poorly developed when design and construction of Jicamarca and Arecibo began. Despite this, all three have proved remarkably successful instruments.
EQUIPMENT FOR IONOSPHERIC THOMSON SCATTER STUDIES

A . Introduction
B. The Jicamarca Radar Facility
The Jicamarca radar facility was conceived in 1959 and construction began in 1960. The radar was brought into operation in 1961, before full power operation was achieved (mid-1962). Fig. 7 shows a view of the facility, which has been described by Bowles [31] . Following his discovery that the presence of the ions in the plasma serves to narrow [32] concluded that there should be characteristic fluctuations imparted to the plasma by the motion of the ions gyrating around the field lines. Thus, when the ray path is normal to the field lines, the spectrum of the scattered signals should show a'series of peaks separated by the ion gyrofrequency. This phenomenon would be most striking when the exploring wavelength A is of the same order as the ion gyroradius. Accordingly, the Jicamarca facility was constructed near the magnetic equator, the one latitude where a vertically directed radar system would have a beam perpendicular to the field at all heights. Thus it was expected that by studying the spectra of the reflected signals the radar could act as an ion mass-spectrometer. This expectation has largely gone unrealized (Section VI). The choice of location has proved of considerable benefit in other respects, however (Section VII). The Jicamarca antenna is an array of half-wave dipoles located 0.3 i above a reflecting screen laid on the ground. The array is a square with 96 dipoles along a side. A second array of dipoles orthogonal to that of the first is incorporated into the same physical area and mounted at the same height above the ground. Independent feeds are used for the two orthogonal polarizations. These feeds are coupled at the main feed point through a conventional hybrid coupler. The dipoles in any one array are fed by four feed lines which run from the transmitter to the center of each of four quarters of the antenna. From each of these points, four lines branch to the centers of quarter sections in each sector and this is then repeated so that there is a total of 64 "modules" connected via equal lengths of coaxial cable to the transmitter. By inserting additional lengths of coaxial cable between these 64 modules and their associated feedline terminations, it is possible to phase the antenna beam away from the zenith. Each module contains 144 dipoles of each polarization. Open wire line built of 1-inch-diameter aluminum tubing connects colinear rows of 12 elements to the central feed point of the module. Distribution of power to these radiating elements is accomplished using the inside of each element as a piece of coaxial transmission line. That is, the dipoles may be thought of as constructed from a piece of coaxial transmission line 6). in length in which inner and outer conductors are transposed at 4 2 intervals. The transmitter is of fairly conventional design and employs four type 15041 shielded-grid-triode tubes mounted in coaxial cavities. Each of these tubes gives about 1 MW peak power. The tubes are phased together in pairs, and under normal circumstances each pair is coupled to one port of the antenna hybrid coupler. Thus, if one pair is energized, a pulse of, for example, left circular polarization is radiated, and by energizing the other pair one obtains a right circular pulse. The transmitter is gnd modulated, and can be operated over a very wide range of pulse lengths.
The TR and ATR switches employed in this system are made of coaxial line sections with tungsten rods forming gaps in air between inner and outer conductors. The receivers employed at Jicamarca are of conventional vacuum tube design and are coupled to phase-orthogonal detectors. Data samples can be taken by means of digital voltmeters, and a PB-250 computer is available for controlling the radar and on-line data processing.
In operation the instrument has not been useful for studying altitudes below about 200 km because of interfering echoes from the equatorial electrojet, and is rendered unusable at some F region heights during the presence of spread I; irregularities. Fig. 8 gives an aerial view of this facility. The antenna has been constructed in a limestone sink-hole in Puerto Rico, and consists of a mesh reflector surface and line-feed. The reflector surface is a section of a sphere with a radius of curvature of 245 meters and a diameter (viewed from above) of 305 meters. Since the surface is spherical, a parallel beam of rays is not brought to a point focus, but instead is made to converge on a line. To collect this bundle of rays, a distributed feed is employed which consists (in the case of the 70-cm radar) of a square waveguide some 30 meters in length with horizontal slots cut in each of its four faces. The 7.5-meter radar employs four dipoles and reflectors arranged in a box-like square around the 70-an feed. Further details of the system have been published by Gordon By employing a spherical reflector it is possible to scan the antenna beam by moving the feed. The feed is made to track along an arc of a circle with the same radius as the reflector, thus maintaining the symmetry. This motion is achieved by moving the feed linearly along the bottom surface of a large arm suspended beneath the triangular platform shown in the figure. The bottom of the arm is 144 meters above the reflector surface. By rotating the arm around on a circular track on the underside of the platform, the azimuth of the beam can be changed also. In this fashion the beam can be pointed in any direction up to 20" from the zenith. This motion has been of crucial importance in permitting the instrument to be effective in the fields of radio and radar astronomy, but has not been of major significance in the ionospheric work.
C . The Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory
The 70-cm radar feed is connected by a W R 2100 waveguide to the transmitter in the control building at the edge of the reflector. A sliding collector arrangement handles the power transmission between the arm and the movable feed. The 7.5-meter feed is connected to its transmitter via a 9-inch coaxial line, and a scissor type of structure (having several rotating joints) allows for the linear motion of this feed. transmitter employs a pair of Varian VA-842 klystrons as final amplifiers in a coherent transmitter. This transmitter is capable of radiating pulses in the range 10 p s to 10 ms, and may be run CW at its mean rated power.
The 7.5-meter transmitter employs four vacuum tubes in push-pull parallel in its final stage in a lumped-circuit design.
The receiver for 70-cm radar observations employs as first stage an electron-beam parametric amplifier. The TR switch is a coaxial cavity with a gas discharge tube mounted inside. Since circularly polarized waves are transmitted, about 20 dB of isolation between the transmitter and receiver is afforded by the turnstile junction to which the transmit and receive lines are connected. The remaining stages of the receiver are of conventional design. High-speed analogtodigital converters (digital voltmeters) are available for taking data samples, and these are processed on-line in a CDC 3200 digital computer. The main operating wavelength (70 cm) permits observations throughout the ionosphere, and requires a reflector with a surface tolerance that is not unduly dficult to achieve in such a large suspended reflector. The use of a reflector-type antenna permits multiple-frequency operation, and the second radar at A = 7.5 meters should be capable of extending the observations into the exosphere.
The major drawback of the Arecibo design is the line feed. The existing 70-an feed fails to provide proper illumination of the reflector, with the result that the onaxis gain is some 4 dB less than expected. This value has been given in Table IV , but is in fact misleading. What matters is the integral J : G2 sin 6& [in (26)] and recent measurements (F. Drake, private communication) suggest that the effective collecting area A(0) of Arecibo with the present feed is only one-sixth of the expected value. Plans have been developed to employ an additional remote antenna system so that the Arecibo instrument might be operated bistatically to achieve better height resolution for E region studies and to detect horizontal drift motions (Section VII).
D. The CNET Bistatic C W Radar
Though the Jicamarca and Arecibo radars are basically vertically directed pulse systems, they differ considerably in their cost, flexibility, and utility. The CNET system represents yet a third compromise. This system employs a pair of beams to define the scattering volume and a C W radar system. Of the three systems, the CNET radar is perhaps the best documented. The overall -design has been described by du Caste1 et al. [36] , the transmitter by Schwab [37] , the transmitting antenna design by Tocquec [38] , and construction by Parmantier [39] . Petit and Reyssat [40] have described the receiving equipment.
The designers of the CNET system made use of the existence of a large radio astronomy antenna at Nanqay to form one element of the bistatic radar (Fig. 9 ). The transmitter and its antenna were constructed 300 km to the south. The receiving antenna (at NanCay) is based upon a design of J. D. Kraus and consists of a primary reflector arranged vertically and fed from its focal point. A plane mirror some distance away reflects the beam into the sky at the desired angle. The curved section has dimensions 300 meters east-west and is 35 meters high. The plane mirror is 200 by 40 meters. This instrument forms a fan-shaped beam of some 6 arc east-west and 36 arc between the halfpower points when measured in the meridian plane. This choice was predicated by the radio astronomy requirements. It would of course be preferable from the point of view of obtaining good height resolution to have the fanbeam oriented in the east-west direction rather than in the meridian plane.
The transmitting antenna is basically a section of a Gregorian system. A section of a parabola 100 meters east-west is inclined at 45" to the ground, and when seen in plan the north-south extent is 20 meters. This reflector is fed by a horn feed directed toward a secondary reflector which is a section of an elliptical cylinder 11 meters east-west. In this way the engineers have sought to obtain better control of the illumination of the primary reflector and thus minim& sidelobes, which could permit signals to be obtained from unwanted altitudes. The transmitting antenna provides a vertical beam 1.2" in the meridian and -12' eastwest, thus providing an approximate match to the receiving beam in the east-west plane at altitudes of the order of 200 k m . As the elevation of the receiving beam is raised (by tilting the plane mirror) the height resolution varies (Section V), yet it remains acceptable at all altitudes for which the instrument is useful.
The transmitter employs a single VA-853 klystron as final amplifier and it is anticipated that the power will be doubled by the addition of a second klystron in the near future. The receiver employs a parametric amplifier, and 9 the spectrum analysis of the signals is accomplished using a bank of crystal filters combined with a digital integration and recording system. The CNET radar system is switched between frequencies of 935.0 and 935.1 MHz at equal intervals of time. At the receiver two filter banks are employed, and the frequency translation in the receiver is such that either one or the other receives a signal, depending upon which of the frequencies the transmitter is radiating. During the "off time" the relative gains of the filters in one bank are established by integrating on noise alone. In this way no information is lost whilst calibrating the filter banks. Frequency and time synchronization between the two sites is accomplished by employing separate 5-MHz frequency standards and comparing a subharmonic via a special telephone line connection.
In order to examine different heights, the large 200-by 40-meter plane mirror must be tilted. Thus, exploring the whole region from which useful echoes can be obtained is a rather slow and tedious process. The results are, however, of special interest, particularly in the D and E regions in view of this system's unrivaled height resolution for spectrum measurements (Section V).
IV. ALTITUDE PROFILES OF ELECTRON DENSITY
A . Power Profile Method of Determination
At first sight, measurements of the echo power P, as a function of delay using a vertically directed pulse radar system would seem the most obvious way of determining the electron density versus altitude N(h) profile. From (26) we have where h is the height. The proportionality constant can be established by careful determination of the parameters of the radar, or indirectly by an absolute determination of the density N by some other means. At Millstone [41)- [43] it has been the practice to obtain only the shape of the electron density profile via measurements of P, [in (31) ] and to establish the absolute values from measurements of foF2 using a nearby ionosonde. Unfortunately, as we have seen (Section 11-B) the cross section a(h) depends upon both the ratio a (=47rD/,l) and TJT, which are also functions of altitude. If an extremely long wavelength A( > 1 meter) is employed (as at Jicamarca), the dependence upon a can be neglected (Le., a-rO), but that on TJT remains. In order to remove this dependence, it is necessary to determine the variation of TJT with altitude via separate measurements of the spectra of the signals reflected from a number of altitudes (Section V). Fig. 10 shows such a set of measurements made at Millstone [44] and in Fig. 11 the corresponding electron density profile is shown after allowing for the variation of n with TJT according to (24) .
At wavelengths where it is not possible to proceed on the assumption that a+O, a relation pointed out by Moorcroft [27] can prove extremely useful. The arrangement of the terms in (18) describing the signal spectrum is such that 
IT;:
where oe = 41cr:. By comparing the shape of the observed spectrum with spectra calculated for the case a = 0, the fictitious temperature ratio /3 can be obtained. The scattering cross section of the electrons at that altitude may then be deduced via (33) and the total echo power used to infer the electron density N . Thus, whilst this method is less straightforward than might be desired, the echo power versus delay or so-called "power profile" technique can be made to yield good electron density profiles.
At all altitudes the echo power falls inversely as the square of height. Above the peak of the layer the density N falls exponentially with altitude and these two effects then combine to cause the echo power to decrease rapidly. This effect is illustrated in Table V where the signal-to-noise ratio has been computed for the Millstone Hill I radar assuming the radar parameters listed in Table IV and also assuming that L=O.8, T=50 ps, and the receiver bandwidth is matched to this pulse length (i.e., b = 20 kHz). The values of TJT and density given in Tables I and I1 were also assumed and the cross section computed according to (24). Operating with a pulse repetition frequency of, say, 50 pps, it is possible to determine P, to an accuracy of k 1 percent in about 5 minutes, given a reasonable signal-tonoise ratio (Ps/Pn>> 1). When PJPn falls below unity, the percentage error AP,/P, increases rapidly and it becomes impossible to achieve an accuracy of better than 10 percent in a reasonable time (e.g., 10 minutes) for P,/Pn 10.1.
In order to overcome the poor signal-to-noise ratio encountered at high altitudes (Table V) , it is necessary to lengthen the pulse length T and accept the poorer height resolution that results. Thus at Millstone each electron density profile ,is constructed using measurements obtained with pulses of 100, 500, and lo00 ps in length [41]. Fortunately, above the layer peak where. it is necessary to employ long pulses the density changes in a smooth monotonic manner and there is little loss of resolution. Similar procedures to those outlined here are employed at Arecibo [35]. A bistatic radar system may be employed to obtain electron density profiles, but it suffers from a number of operational dficulties. The volume of the region of intersection of the two beams will change with altitude and allowance must be made for this. Also only one density point is obtained per position of the beams and thus it takes a long time to scan over any appreciable altitude range, especially if the beam swinging requires mechanical motion of the antennas. Since the measurements are no longer at the same time it is less easy to be sure that the relative density as a function of height has not been distorted by variations with time of the radar performance or the ionosphere. Additionally, a bistatic radar system does not permit the option of trading height resolution for signal power (although the resolution will inevitably deteriorate with the altitude of the scattering volume). Finally, all other things being equal, the C W bistatic radar suffers because the instantaneous signalto-noise ratio is less than that achieved by a pulse system of the same average power. To some extent this is compensated by the availability of a greater number of samples per second, but as the above error analysis indicates, it is extremely desirable to keep PJP. > 1.
B. Faraday Rotation Method
As we have seen, the echo power versus altitude can be converted to electron density versus altitude only if the variation of TJq with height is known, and this requires a spectral analysis of the signals. At most wavelengths it is possible to accomplish the two experiments at the same time, i.e., with pulses of a given length, and thus this is not a major drawback. There is, however, one means by which this dficulty can be obviated entirely. In this, use is made of the Faraday rotation of the signals. A plane wave propagated into the ionosphere at a frequency f large compared to the plasma frequency& splits into two circular components with opposite Senses of rotation and different phase velocities. At any instant the two components may be combined to yield a wave which will have been rotated with respect to the original plane containing the electric field. The amount of rotation is given by [45] 1 R N,H, cos 8, dr rotations (36) where p o is the free-space permeability ( 
H, is the magnetic field intensity (ampere turns per meter), and 8, is the angle between the field and the ray at any distance along the path r. For a vertical path, the two-way rotation encountered between the ground and some altitude h' becomes
Evidently NhadrR/dh, and thus by determining the Faraday rotation as a function of altitude and differentiating this curve, an absolute electron density profile can be obtained provided only H cos 0 is known.
The earliest report of the observation of Faraday rotation of Thomson scattered signals is that of Millman et al. [46] in 1961, and most other observers have sought to avoid the effect by transmitting circularly polarized signals. At Jicamarca, however, the Faraday method has been extensively developed and used routinely for producing electron density profiles [47] . In these observations the antenna is connected to receive and transmit orthogonal circular polarizations. Equal opposite sense circular pulses are transmitted and on reception the phase difference between the reflected pair of pulses is measured by comparing the outputs of receivers connected to the left-hand and righthand ports of the antenna. Thus if VL is the voltage at the output of the left-hand receiver and VR that from the right, the sine and cosine components (obtainable at the outputs of phase detectors driven in quadrature) can be written
The means of the products xRyL and yRyL are formed (by digital sampling and multiplication in a computer) to yield elegance of this method are to some extent offset by a number of practical difficulties. Systematic differences in the gains and orthogonality of the phase detectors must be allowed for by commutating the reference signals on alternate sweeps of the time base. This effectively interchanges sine and cosine components and the computer is instructed to transpose them back before multiplication. Also the coupling between the right and left circular modes of the antenna must be less than -25 dB if the separation between the propagated modes is to be kept to an acceptable level [47] . Finally, there is the problem of spurious correlation introduced by polarized noise emission. This can be produced, for example, by synchrotron radiation from the electrons created by the "Starfish" experiment and serves to introduce unwanted correlation between channels. The remedy in this instance is to reverse the phase of one of the transmitted pulses by 180"-(on every second pair of sweeps) and reverse the sign of, say, x, in the computer. Despite all these safeguards the error in the measured electron density becomes unacceptably large at that altitude (typically about 500 km) where &/dh becomes small. At Jicamarca it is the usual practice therefore to extend to higher altitudes the electron density profile derived by the Faraday method by fitting to it a "power profile" obtained for the region above. It is usually assumed that 1 above 500 k m , based upon-a number of studies of the spectra of the signals reflected from these altitudes, so that the power profile requires no modification. Because of the long wavelength employed at Jicamarca (A = 6 meters), observations can be
C. Plasma Line Method
For . This enhancement is a factor of about 50 over the nighttime intensity of the line (Section IX-A), and this makes it detectable at certain altitudes by most of the radars listed in Table I11 The plasma lines are caused by the scattering from weakly damped longitudinal electrostatic plasma oscillations with frequency f,, wavelength 112 and phase velocity Uph, where ~501, [511.
L
Photoelectrons which travel at the same speed as the waves can transfer energy to them, and it is this process that gives rise to the enhancement seen in the daytime. The energy required of the electrons is 
It follows that, with a suitable choice of wavelength, it is possible to explore the electron density as a function of altitude by offsetting the receiver frequency by an amount f, and locating the height at which the plasma density is fN by sweep integration. In the particular case when foF2 I fNmX (45) it is possible by this means to produce an electron density profile over a substantial fraction of the F region, and Fig. 13 shows an electron density profile obtained in this manner at Arecibo [52]. 
v . DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON AND ION TEMPERATURFS A . Spectrum Measurements
We have seen (Section 11) that the, electron and ion temperatures (T, and control the shape of the scattered signal spectrum in the case where a( = 4nD/4 is small. Thus it is possible to determine these parameters from a careful measurement of the shape of the signal spectrum. In the case of a CW bistatic radar, the measurement is fairly straightforward and may be carried out using some form of filter bank as spectrum analyzer (as at St. Santin, Section 111); or by digital sampling and computer analysis of the signals [53] . Difficulties of interpretation may arise when a mixture of ions is present (Section VI) or when the value of a( = 4nD/A) is unknown and cannot be presumed small. To remove the latter dependence one may proceed in the manner suggested by Moorcroft [27] (Section IV-A) and determine a "fictitious" value of the electron-to-ion temperature ratio p from the spectrum by assuming a=O. This can then be employed in (33). to correct for the effect of nonthermal equilibrium on the scattering cross section and hence derive the local electron density from the total power P, [via (30) ]. By measuring the width of the spectrum to the half-peak-power point, it is possible to determine the ion temperature T. The value of T so obtained is uninfluenced by the value of a and thus with T , N, and p known it is possible to solve (32) for T,.
When a pulse radar is employed, it is necessary to select from the radar time base some portion of the echoes for spectral analysis. One technique, employed at Millstone An alternative scheme currently in use at Millstone is to apply the IF signals without receiver gating to a bank of matched filters (i.e., having a transfer function equal to the distribution of the power in the pulse). In this case it is possible to obtain spectra at a number of delays in the course of a single measurement. With carefully made filters, the instrumental smearing of the spectrum is accurately represented by (46) and (47).
These instrumental effects are of serious concern in all the pulse radar systems (Table IV) . In order to recover most of the information in the fluctuation spectrum W(o), it is necessary that the spectral width of the pulse be restricted to about one-fifth or one-sixth of the spectral broadening of the medium. This yields T 2 1.5/AA seconds (48)
which places a restriction on the possible height resolution Ah for vertical measurements of
In practical terms this means that the height resolution achievable at altitudes below 250 km is unacceptably poor for all wavelengths that satisfy the relation A 2 2 5 D discussed in Section 11. There are two means by which this difficulty can be overcome, namely, 1) by making oblique incidence measurements, and 2) by adopting autocorrelation techniques (Section VII-C). By tilting the antenna beam, the height resolution improves as the secant of the zenith distance, but the echo power falls [see (28) ] as the range to the ionosphere increases. The only real virtue in this approach is that it provides a simple means of eliminating the effects of groundclutter echoes appearing at the same range as the altitude of the region to be studied. Table VI lists the height resolution typically achieved for spectrum measurements at various altitudes by the radar systems listed in Table IV . Actually, as shown in Fig. 14(a) , the height resolution afforded by the pulse radars is somewhat worse than cT/2. This figure shows the altitudes illumi- nated as a function of delay for a pulse of length T=OS ms. It is evident that in this example, where the receiver gate delay to = 1.5 ms, only the electrons at 225-km altitude are illuminated for the full period that the gate is open. Those at higher or lower altitudes contribute for shorter periods of time. Thus the combined effect of the gating is to weight the echo power reflected between 150 and 300 km in a triangular fashion. Stated otherwise, the height resolution is a poorly defined quantity as the frequency smearing varies with altitude.
A third method of processing the signals is to take samples over the interval T and employ these to compute the echo autocorrelation function. The frequency and height resolution achieved will be the same as in the gated filterbank scheme if all possible products are formed. If, however, only one pair of samples is employed to compute each mean lagged product and the pair chosen is that closest to the center of the interval, the height resolution will be im-
. This is illustrated in Fig. 1qb ) which shows the height intervals contributing to the mean lagged product in this case. Though the improvement in height resolution is achieved with no loss of spectral resolution, there is a deterioration in the accuracy of the measurements which depends upon the input signal-to-noise ratio P,/Pn [54] . Thus this technique is of practical application only when the signals are strong and consequently some of the information in the other possible products is redundant. In closing this subsection it should be mentioned that the ability to determine simultaneously electron density and electron and ion temperatures as a function of altitude has made the Thomson Scatter radar a most powerful tool in studying the thermal balance of the ionosphere. With measurements of the type described here as guides, the theory of the heating, cooling, and heat transfer processes in the ionosphere has advanced considerably in the last decade, and it would be outside the scope of this article to attempt to review this work.
B. Correlation Measurements
As we have just seen in the case of the pulse radars, the choice of pulse length T determines the frequency resolution, height resolution, and signal-to-noise ratio. For those of the existing pulse radars that operate at wavelengths shorter than 1 meter, an acceptable compromise value of T can be found only for altitudes above about 200 to 300 k m . For Jicamarca, single long pulses cannot be employed for spectrum measurements at any altitude below about 1000 km.
One means of obtaining adequate height resolution is to transmit a pair of short pulses separated by an interval t and compute the correlation ~( t ) between the echoes from altitudes of interest. By varying the spacing t between the pulses over the range O s 7s (Afl-' the complete autocorrelation function [i.e., the complex Fourier transform of W(o)] can be determined. It is of course necessary that the receiver time constant be short compared with the minimum spacing between pulses and this places a limit on the receiver bandwidth of the order of b 2 1OAL. Table IV) .
The vertical bars denote the height interval occupied by the exploring pulse (Table VI) .
This double-pulse technique is employed routinely at Jicamarca and Arecibo. At both stations the range of interesting pulse spacings 7 is such that 7 << 10 ms, and thus it is inevitable that both pulses will be in the ionosphere simultaneously. To avoid the problem of mutual interference between the two echoes, the Jicamarca group makes use of the two separate modes that can propagate in the ionosphere (Section IV-B). Thus they transmit the pulses with opposite circular polarizations and receive separately the echoes with receivers coupled to orthogonal ports on the hybrid coupler. This elegant scheme has one unfortunate drawback when employed at a station like Jicamarca [57] . This arises because the direction of the beam is close to perpendicular to the magnetic field [i.e., cos 8+0 in (37)] and in consequence there are significantly different amounts of Faraday rotation along different directions within the main beam of the antenna. McClure [57] has termed the resulting decorrelation of the signal "Faraday dispersion." This phenomenon serves to limit the altitude to which it is possible to make electron density profile measurements (Section IV B) as well as make echo correlation determinations and it is serious for Jicamarca at sunspot maximum at high altitudes. At such times it becomes preferable to perform echo correla- tion measurements by transmitting both pulses with the same polarization and accept the increased statistical uncertainty introduced by mutual interference of the echoes (i.e., self-noise). This latter approach is the one employed at Arecibo and in effect causes the signal-to-noise ratio to fall to unity or less at all altitudes. Fig. 17 shows temperatures obtained at Arecibo for the E and Fl regions during the time of a rocket launch [58 1. As can be seen, the two techniques yield results that are in good agreement except perhaps at the very lowest altitudes. The bandwidth limitation (50) becomes more severe as the altitude increases (Table 11) . Indeed in order to offset the rapid decrease in signal strength encountered above the peak of the F layer (Table V) it is usually preferable to transmit single long pulses. In practice, this means that the Arecibo double-pulse observations are confined to altitudes below about 300 k m , and the technique could not be used at all with the Millstone I1 or Stanford radar systems (1, -23 cm).
C . Electron-to-Ion Temperature Ratio
If by some means the effective cross section of the electrons Q were known at some altitude, TJT could be deduced via (24) assuming a-0. This has been the basis of a number of attempts to determine G/T without embarking upon a spectral analysis of the signals. In order to determine Q it is necessary to measure the total echo power and derive the true electron density by an independent method. The technique was first applied for the F2 peak using an ionosonde to determinehF2 [28] , [30] , [59] . In order to obtain accurate estimates of q / T , it is necessary to calibrate the radar system very carefully. Greenhow et al. [59] accomplished this by launching balloon-borne targets of known cross section. Others have established the calibration from nighttime observations (i.e., assuming TJT= 1.0 at night), or by determining the complete power profile and assuming that TJT = 1 .O in the E region and using foE to establish the constants of the radar [ 6 0 1. Obvious extensions of these studies have been to employ true height (ionosonde) profiles together with Thomson Scatter profiles to yield the variation of TJT over a range of altitudes [61] . It is possible to dispense with ionosonde methods completely and determine the true density by one of the two absolute methods discussed in Section IV, viz., the Faraday profile [62] , [63] method or the plasma-line method. Fig. 18 shows values of T,/K obtained at Arecibo by comparing a power profile with an electron density profile obtained from plasma-line measurements [64] . Also shown in Fig. 18 are &/T values derived by direct spectrum analysis and, as can be seen, the agreement is very good.
VI. DETERMINATION OF IONIC C o m s r n o~
A . Efect of Ion Mass on the Spectrum
We have not thus far discussed the effect on the spectrum of the scattered signal of changing the type of ion. As can be seen from (21), the spectrum width varies inversely as the square root of the ion mass m i and Fig. 19 illustrates this dependence for O+, He+, and H+ ions. If these same spectra are plotted on a normalized frequency scale [i.e., one in units of AA(G/T)*] they are found to have approximately the same shape [27] , as shown in Fig. 20 . The total power scattered depends slightly upon mi (Fig. 4) , but for the range of values of z/T encountered in the ionosphere this dependence can safely be ignored.
From the foregoing it is clear that one cannot determine T if m i is not known (or vice versa). Fortunately, there is now enough a priori information concerning the composition of the ionosphere so that this introduces no dficulty provided only a single ion is present.
B. Mixtures of O ' , H e + , and H +
When two or more ions are present with comparable abundance, the spectrum of the mixture is not simply the s u m of the spectra that these ions would have if present by themselves. Fig. 21 shows the variation of spectrum shapes for an O+/He+ mixture. When only these two ions are present (or He+ and H+) it would seem that the slope of the spectrum at the half-peak-power point can be used as a measure of the percentage composition [27] provided that observations are available from higher or lower altitudes which can be used to resolve the ambiguity between, say, 20-percent He or 80-percent He (Fig. 21) . The case of mixtures of all three ions is more complex, and Fig. 22 shows then it becomes impossible to make a unique interpretation of the measured spectra.
In practice, two factors have ma& it possible to simplify the interpretation of high-altitude spectra, at least as recorded at Jicamarca and Arecibo. The first has been the extremely low abundance of He' encountered thus far. that due to the assumption of thermal equilibrium. These steps reduce the task of interpreting the spectral results to that of finding only T and the composition ratio. Fig. 23 shows density and composition profiles obtained for Jicamarca [62] . In this instance the transition altitude between O+ and H+ is at about 900 k m .
C. Mixtures of 0; , N i , and 0 '
We have seen that at altitudes well above the F2 peak, there is a transition from 0' as the dominant ion to lighter ions (He' and H+). As we go to very low altitudes (Fl and E regions), ions heavier than 0' are encountered and the On this basis a remarkably constant altitude variation of composition is found during the daytime, and Fig. 24 compares the mean variation observed [73] with that assumed in the model [74] . Experimental evidence exists that the composition curve varies between day and night [71] , and on theoretical grounds there is reason to believe that there may also be seasonal variations [6] . Accordingly, in analyzing the Millstone results, Evans (561 chose to adopt a model for one of the temperatures. What in fact was done was to assume that T = ,q, where & is the neutral temperature. There is good theoretical evidence [68] - [70] that this must be the case at least up to about 250 km. The variation of neutral temperature in this altitude range was then assumed to be of the form adopted in the CIRA 1965 model atmosphere for sunspot minimum ( F = 65 or 75 x W/mz * Hz), namely,
where T,, is the exospheric temperature and h is the height in k m . This dependence is based upon calculations of the vertical conductivity and has some experimental support from observations of the drag on artificial earth satellites [75] . The temperature T,, was established from the observations by assuming T = T,, at altitudes between 250 and 300 km where only 0 ' was presumed to exist. Equation (51) then gave T at all lower altitudes and by an iterative procedure it was possibIe to recover T, and the composition ratio from the spectra. This method is open to the objection that the temperature at the lower boundary (120 km)
may not be 355°K as assumed in (51) and consequently the composition results will be progressively in error at the lower altitudes.
Yet a third procedure has been adopted at Arecibo [76] . In this, based on rocket results, it is assumed that only 0; and NO' exist at the lowest altitude examined (1 30 km), and 0 ' exists above 250 km. Temperatures at these altitudes can then be-obtained without ambiguity. At the intervening altitudes the exponential temperature law (51) is assumed except now modified as
Two values of the exponent s were tried, viz., that given in (51) corresponding to the CIRA 1%5 models and a value of -0.028 employed by Jacchia [75] . The uncertainty in s Ieads to some uncertainty in the composition curve. Also, Wand (private communication) has found that for some days the method leads to what he believes are spurious variations in the composition curve. These arise because the temperature distribution seems to depart from the steady-state condition given by (52) 
D. Ion Gyroresonance Efects
In Section III-B the possibility was mentioned that, for propagation directions normal to the lines of force of the earth's magnetic field, characteristic fluctuations will be imparted to the spectrum by the gyro motion of the ions. This idea has been examined theoretically by a number of authors [17] , [77E[791. In essence, the effect depends upon the fact that when viewed normal to the field lines the ions will all reappear in the same positions at intervals of 1/ ' wheref, is the ion gyrofrequency Here H is the field intensity in ampere turns per meter, e the charge on the ion (coulomb) and mi the ion mass (kg).
In temperate latitudes at F-region altitudes we expect fH -50 HZ for 0 ' ions.
Previously we have considered the effect of varying the ratio of the exploring wavelength to the Debye length D [defined in- (16)]. When magnetic effects are also to be considered, it is necessary to include the ratio of the wavelength to the electron and ion gyroradii Re and Ri, respectively.
These are given by Re = (meKT,)*/po eH meter (54) Ri = (miKT)*/pO eH meter. Values for Re and Ri as defined in (54) and (55) are given in Table VII for various altitudes in the ionosphere, assuming.the ion masses and temperatures given in Tables I and  11 . It can be seen by comparing Tables I and VI1 that in the as a somewhat more precise criterion of the condition required for gyroresonances to appear in the spectrum. Fig. 25 shows results computed by Farley et al. [78] for the case i = 7 . 5 meters with 0 ' ions for an off-perpendicular angle of 4 = 2". The dotted line shows the spectrum in the absence of a magnetic field (or 4 = 90"). Farley et al. [78] state that for J. -Ri, the spectrum remains essentially unchanged in the range 90" e4 < 5". As 4 is reduced below 2", the resonance lines will grow in amplitude, but the overall spectrum width decreases. Finally, at 4=0 the spectrum collapses into a single line at the radar frequency (Section VII-C).
The positions of the peaks are not precisely equal to multiples of the ion gyrofrequency fH, but in the limit as sin ++O are given by [78] Af = nfdl -k fH/&Af;.) (56) where Af is the displacement from the radar frequency and fH is the gyrofrequency (53). The presence of these lines does not alter the total echo power, i.e., the area under the spectrum remains the same when T,= T , but for T,> the echo power will increase for ++O [80] .
When these gyroresonance phenomena were first considered, it was assumed that collisional damping would be small provided that the ion gyrofrequency fH is large compared to the electron-neutral collision frequency v,. The absence initially of any resonances in the ion spectra observed at Jicamarca led to questions concerning the role played by ion-ion encounters. This problem has been examined by Farley [81]. As noted above, the ion resonance effect occurs because the ions tend to return to their original positions in the plasma at intervals of l/fH seconds. However, if the ion is deflected from its original orbit due, for example, to an encounter with another ion, the effect will be reduced. Farley [81] shows that ion-ion encounters reduce the modulation depth appearing in the spectrum by a factor e -l when the mean square deviation of the particle displacement Iml2 normal to the unperturbed orbit is equal to A2/8rc2. Farley gives for Iml2 where A is a slowly varying function of T and N tabulated by Spitzer [82] . An examination of the conditions appearing in the ionosphere shows that will be comparable with the gyroradius at almost all altitudes below about 10oO km and hence the modulation will be completely destroyed. At altitudes > 10oO km where the predominant ion is H ' , fH is increased by a factor of 16 over that for Of, so that there is a net reduction in [ G I z by the ratio (16)3/2, i.e., by 64 times. In addition, the electron density N will be lower by two to three orders of magnitude. Thus; proton gyroresonances are the only ones likely to be encountered, and these have, in fact, now been observed at Jicamarca [83]. The gyrofrequency for protons at Jicamarca is in the range 250 to 300 Hz and the search for the resonance was carried out by the correlation technique (Section V-3) by looking for a peak in the correlation function at delays of l/fB seconds. Fig. 26 shows &e peaks observed. In other measurements, peaks at 2/f, and 3/fH have also been detected [83].
VII. DETERMINATION OF D m VELOCITIES A . Eflect of Particle Drifts on the Spectrum
Up to the present, the principal uses for Th,omson Scatter radars have been the determination of electron density, electron and ion temperature, and ion composition. There are obvious reasons for this: these studies complement and extend earlier ground-based measurements and current rocket and satellite programs. In these remaining three sections, we describe other applications of Thomson Scatter, some of which hold considerable promise for advancing our understanding of upper atmosphere physics. Most important of these perhaps is &he use of ground-based radar to measure motions within the ionosphere.
The reflection. techniqw has long been ,employed to study the horizontal drift velocity of ionospheric irregularities at E-and F-region heights. Thome [MI and others have successfully applied the Thomson Scatter technique to study large traveling disturbances in the F region, and LaLonde [85] has similarly investigated E-region irregularities. These studies, by and large, have not shed a great deal of Iight on the motion of the undisturbed plasma, but rather on the forcing agent (e-g., the neutral atmosphere). Especially needed is information on the vertical drift velocity of the electrons in the F region. Rao [86] and others have attempted to estimate the nighttime vertical velocity from the variation with time of the electron density profiles obtained by Thomson Scatter, but were forced to make certain simplifying assumptions. In point of fact, careful spectrum measurements of the signals are capable of yielding directly the drift velocity of the ambient plasma.
If the electrons and ions at any altitude drift as a whole toward the radar with a velocity vd m/s, the entire spectrum will be shifted by an amount Afd where This shift will occur without any change in spectrum shape. If, however, the electrons are moving relative to the ions (i.e., there is a current flow), the spectrum will become asymmetrical [21], [87] . When the ions remain at rest with respect to the radar, this will be the only effect. If, however, the ions are also in motion, the spectrum will be shifted in frequency according to (58), where vd is now the ion velocity relative to the radar. In computing these plots [87], the ions were taken to be at rest with respect to the radar and the velocity v d of the electrons was in the direction of the receiver. The incident radiation, however, was assumed to be from a direction orthogonal to vd, so that the spectrum width is a factor of f i smaller than that shown in earlier plots where backscattering was the only case considered.
If it were possible to locate the center frequency of the spectrum to an accuracy of, say, 1 percent of the overall width, then any ion drift velocity vd could be established to an accuracy of the order of 3 percent ci, where iji is the mean thermal speed of the ions. This would be about 12 m/s in the. E region, rising to about 30 m/s in the F-region. Similarly, if the ratio of the two wings could be measured to an accuracy of 1 percent, then the velocity of the electrons with respect to the ions could be determined to an extent that depends critically upon TJT, but in any case better than 1 percent fie.
B. Spectrum Observations
The shape of a typical signal-plus-noise spectrum is sketched in Fig. 29 . The spectrum is shown with a center frequency that is displaced by 'an amount Af from the transmitted frequency. From the shape of the spectrum it is evident that the sharpest features are the edges, and thus the determination of Af rests largely in locating these. In order to estimate the accuracy with which this may be accomplished, it shall be supposed that the measurement consists of comparingthe signal level in two identical filters b Hz in width displaced symmetrically in frequency about the transmitted frequency. The difference AI' in the powers in the two filters will be The slope of the spectrum (dPJdf)h.p. is approximately linear over a considerable region near the half-peak-power point (Fig. 3) , and consequently the filter bandwidths can be quite finite. The uncertainty in the estimate of the drift velocity v will depend largely upon the uncertainty in AP, which may in fact be large enough to mask any difference in the power of the signals in the two filters. The uncertainty in the drift velocity thus becomes [29] where AFs is the uncertainty in the echo power in each filter, and for .pulsed radars may be estimated via (35). If the radar system is a CW bistatic system, then independent echo samples can be obtained at intervals of l/b seconds. Thus after an experiment lasting t seconds, the uncertainty while for P, < P,,
In either case it is desirable to set the bandwidth b of the filter as wide as possible consistent with the limitation that the filter only occupy that portion of the spectrum that has a reasonably linear slope. When this is done, (62) and ( (Table 11) . It is evident from (64) and (65) that, provided the signal-to-noise ratio remains unchanged, the accuracy improves as the square root of the operating frequency. Similar equations to these can be obtained for pulse radar systems by replacing bt in (62) and (63) bynttwtrere n is the pulse repetition frequency of the radar. However, in the case of pulse radars the spectrum smearing (Section V-A) will serve to lower the slope at the half-power point and reduce the accuracy achievable. In practice, systematic errors (i.e., instrumental effects) will often serve to set an ultimate limit to the accuracy obtained in measurements of this type. At St. Santin the method of analysis is to compare the observed spectrum with one computed theoretically and adjusted to yield best fit while allowing for a small frequency offset [88] , [89] . An accuracy of the order of & 5 m/s is thought to be achieved in these measurements.
At Millstone a comparison is made of spectra taken with one of the receiver local oscillator frequencies first set below the signal frequency and then set above the signal frequency by an equal offset. Fig. 30 provides an example of the results obtainable by this method. When 1-m/s pulses are employed, the frequency resolution achieved in a 15-minute observing period is about 5 m/s, but of course the height resolution is very inferior to that of the St. Santin bistatic radar.
The St. Santin radar measures the velocity component lying along the bisector of the angle included by the antenna b e a m s (Fig. 9) which lies approximately in the same direction as the lines of force of the earth's magnetic field. Drifts observed at F-region altitudes are therefore interpreted as being drifts along the field line [89] . At E-region altitudes, however, the interpretation is less straightforward since there is likely to be an appreciabre horizontal component. Kohl and King [91] for the drifts that should be set up by motion of the neutral aiF-as-a ~s u k e f -b &~r n a l heating a d u x b g of the upper atmosphere. In later studiesdhe French group has attempted to solve the continuity equation for the ionization at F-region heights employing the observed drift velocities to compute the divergence term [92] .
They conclude that E x B drifts across the field line (i.e., drifts set up by ionospheric electric fields) are important since the values of loss rate that they derive show a diurnal variation [92] . Unfortunately, as their instrument is not sensitive to a velocity component normal to the field lines, an experimental test of this conclusion is not presently possible. The question of attempting to determine three orthogonal components of the drift velocity is touched upon later in this section.
Bistatic operation of Arecibo is planned as a means of studying one component of E-region drifts [93] . An array of fourteen 30-by 30-foot cylindrical parabolic antennas has been erected some 120 km from Arecibo. This instrument will be employed to study the altitude range 110 to 120 km (or 120 to 130 km) with a resolution of about 1.5 k m .
C. Autocorrelation Measurements
In the autocorrelation approach, the information that the signal spectrum is shifted in frequency is contained in the phases of the two reflected pulses. Thus besides determining the echo amplitude correlation it is necessary to determine the phase shift as a function of spacing. We discussed in Section IV-B the method by which the phase shift (due to Faraday rotation) between coincident opposite sense pulses is determined. Using the same techniques it is passible to determine the drift velocity v from where (d+/dz),, is the average phase change between pulses separated by z seconds. Fig. 32 shows the results of measurements of this type performed at Jicamarca [94] . The fact that the slopes of the phase plots are very similar indicates that (in this instance) the vertical velocity was the same at all heights. One special feature of the Jicamarca radar is the ability to observe perpendicular to the magnetic field. In this direction the spectrum narrows into a single sharp line (Sections VI-D and IX-B). This causes the correlation to persist over extremely long intervals (Fig. 32) thereby permitting very precise velocity estimates. Woodman and Hagfors [95] , who have examined the accuracy involved, estimate that for Jicamarca the uncertainty Au is of the order of 1 m/s. Fig. 33 provides an illustration of some of the results being obtained by this technique. The interpretation of the drifts in this case seems well established. Since the electrons (and ions) are moving across the field lines, this drift must arise as an E x B effect, i.e., a vertical drift arising from an eastwest electric field. The electric field is believed to be that responsible for driving the equatorial electrojet. It would be out of place here to describe the Jicamarca results further and it must suffice to say that they provide convincing evidence in support of the "fountain" theory of the equatorial anomaly [96], [97] .
D . Determination of Three Orthogonal Components
We have seen that while Jicamarca and St. Santin are both sensitive to vertical drifts, one measures the velocity component across the magnetic fieldlines while the other measures the drift along the field. No system has been constructed which measures more than one velocity component, though considerable thought has been given to the matter.
If three antennas are to be employed at the comers of a triangle ABC, then their beams must intersect as shown in Fig. 34 in order that .the bisectors of the three included angles be mutually perpendicular. It is immediately obvious that 1) none of the beams can be directed vertically, 2) with stations fixed to the ground this property holds for only one altitude, and 3) transmitters are required at two of the stations in order to complete all paths. The problem that three mutually perpendicular directions cannot be obtained at all heights has no ready solution. The best that one can do is arrange that mutually perpendicular bisectors are obtained at an altitude of about 200 km where (at temperate latitudes) drifts along and across the field lines seem equally likely. Above this altitude the instrument will then be more sensitive to vertical drifts than horizontal, and the reverse will be true at lower altitudes. Fig. 35 shows an arrangement in which this is achieved using one transmitting station with a vertically directed beam (at 0) and three receiver stations. If the velocity accuracy for each path is Au [given in (60)], then the accuracy with which the vertical (z-component) and components along the x(0C) and y directions can be determined is given in Table VIII in units of Au.
Yet a third arrangement is shown in Fig. 36 . There the transmitting station is at C and transmits CW (to complete the paths CBA, CBD) in addition to making backscatter measurements (i.e., along CB). The relative error estimates in this case are lower than for the four-station scheme (Table  IX) provided that the pulse measurement yields the same accuracy of velocity determination as the bistatic measure- ments. Of the two schemes, the one shown in Fig. 36 requires the lesser number of stations but is capable of examining only one altitude at a time. The arrangement of Fig. 35 offers the opportunity of examining a number of altitudes simultaneously by employing antenna arrays at each receiving station with which multiple beams may be synthesized.
WII. DETERMINATION OF NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE PROPERTIES A . Eflect of Collisions on the Spectrum
In earlier sections nothing was said concerning the influence of collisions on the spectrum of the scattered signals. This was because collision effects are negligible above about 120-km altitude for all wavelengths of practical interest (10 meters 2 1 2 0.2 meter). Below this altitude, however, depending somewhat on wavelength, collision effects become important, making it impossible to determine T, and separately.
The effect of neutral collisions on the spectrum in the case 1>>4nD has been considered by a number of authors [98] - [101] . Of importance is the ratio of the scale of the exploring wavelength 1/4n to the mean free path of the electrons 1, and ions li where in which v, and vi are the electron-neutral and iomneutral collision frequencies, respectively. The ratios $, = 1/4d, and $i =1/4nli are plotted in Fig. 37 based upon data.published by Johnson [lo21 for 1= 1 meter. It can be seen that $,xO.l $i at almost all altitudes, i.e., the mean free path of the electrons is approximately an order of magnitude larger than that of the ions. As a consequence, ion-neutral collisions are more important than electron-neutral encounters.
An obvious approach to describing theoretically-the effects of collisions is to introduce in the kinetic equation specifying the dynamicsof the ions (i-e., the Vlasov equa- Equation (69) attempts to remedy the defect of the simple relaxation term by adding a "reemission" term which reintroduces ions with a Maxwellian velocity distribution F(v). Though this equation does preserve locally (and instantaneously) the density, neither the laws of conservation of energy or momentum are satisfied. Further modifications of (69) are possible which accomplish this and spectra have been calculated [ 101 1, [ 1041 using such a collision term.
Results obtained by Dougherty and Farley [99] are plotted in Fig. 38 . It can be seen that when the ion mean free path li becomes small compared to 1/47c, the spectrum begins to narrow and loses its double-humped appearance.
It is then no longer possible to establish if T,> T from the spectrum shape. The total scattered power remains the same, i.e., independent of the collision frequency [99] . 
B. Neutral Properties
Between 100 and 120 km From Fig. 38 it can be seen that for 1.0 the spectrum shape is distinctly non-Gaussian and hence two parameters are required in order to characterize it. If it is assumed that T,= T and only a single ion is present, then these two parameters are T and vi. Given these two parameters it is immediately possible to determine the neutral density if it is further assumed that T = T.. 
The assumption that T, = T = T. seems quite reasonable for the altitude range 100 to 120 km where collision effects become important. Since the masses of 0; and NO' are similar, the assumption of only a single ion is also acceptable. In sum, it seems that Thomson Scatter radar can provide important information on the neutral atmosphere in the region 100 to 120 km, which presently lies above. the altitude (-70 km) explored by the rocket soundings of the meteorological net and below the. working altitudes of satellites. The properties (temperature density, etc.) of the upper end of this region are unrealistically assumed to be time invariant in existing model atmospheres, and better information is a prerequisite for improving the models. A word of caution is perhaps in order. The collision theory discussed above has yet to be subjected to careful experimental check and thus radar observations of this region should be tested, perhaps by combined rocket and radar experiments.
C . Exospheric Temperature
Based upon theory and a number of rocket observations, the temperature of the neutral atmosphere is believed to increase rapidly in the altitude region 120 to 220 km and then become largely isothermal [75] . An isothermal region above about 250 km is expected because of the absence of major heat sources at this and higher altitudes and the high thermal conductivity of the gas (owing to the large mean free paths of the particles). At altitudes up to about 250 km it appears that the ion and neutral temperatures are equal [56] , [70] , [75] (also Section VI-C). Thus by measuring Ti at an altitude in the range 250 to 300 km (i.e., where Of ions predominate, Fig. 24) , it is possible to determine Te,. At night it seems a sufficient approximation to .assume Ti= T,, but during the day it is probably necessary to allow for a small tempera- The terms N, T, and Ti in (72) can all be determined directly from the Thomson Scatter observations, but in order to compute the ion-neutral loss, assumptions must be made concerning the number densities of the neutral constituents. Since the difference Ti-T,I 100"Kat 300 km, it seems that. the results for T,, will not be very sensitive. to these assumptions. Fig. 41 shows temperature measurements for the exospheric temperature obtained in the manner described [89] . It is possible that near dawn the method breaks down for a period when Ti> T,, and ion conduction losses to lower ahitudes are important. At other times an approximately sinusoidal variation is found albeit with fine scale fluctuations. The latter may be a manifestation of internal gravity waves. Of special interest in Fig. 41 is that the peak of the diurnal variation occurs between 1600 and 1700 hours local time instead of 1400 hours as inferred from satellite drag observations [75] . This .feature has been found at other stations also [107] , [108] . It is clear that measurements of T,, near 300 km and measurements of pressure and temperature near 120 km (above) essentially establish the boundary conditions for the neutral atmosphere. As such, Thomson Scatter observations hold the promise of providing almost continuous monitoring of the temperature and pressure of the neutral constituents of the upper atmosphere.
IX. FURTHER APPLICATIONS
A . Fast Photoelectron Flux
We discussed in Section IV-C the plasma lines of the spectrum that are located at approximately f , with respect to the radar frequency, wheref, is the plasma frequency (1). These lines are normally extremely weak and are not detectable by any existing radar system, .except during the daytime when enhanced by the presence of fast photoelectrons. It will be recalled that the electrons which couple to the wave are those which travel with the same phase velocity up,, [see (42) ] and which therefore have an energy Eph = $m,(l;,h)' [see (43)j. Electrons with energy E> EPh will overtake the wave and feed energy into it, whereas the reverse will be true of electrons with energy less than Eph (Landau damping). Thus the degree of enhancement depends upon the ratio of the number of electrons that serve to support the wave to the number that damp it, i.e., upon the slope of the number F versus velocity u curve at the point u = uph. In the absence of collisions, therefore, the departure from equilibrium can be expressed by a velocitydependent temperature T(u) which can be defined in terms of a logarithmic derivative of
where me is the electron mass and K is Boltzmann's conthen proportional to T(u), and the ratio of the intensity of the plasma line to the ionic component is (4.)Z&&T(uph)/ i'Ne'. As noted in Section IV-C, photoelectrons are continuously produced during the day by solar ultraviolet, mainly in the energy range 1 to 25 eV. In the F region the photoelectrons have a spatial density of the order of of the ambient electron density so that T(u) is almost constant and equal to the ambient electron temperature T, (2000 to 3000°K) for energies up to about 14 KT,. Since K T , is of the order of 0.2 eV, this means that T(u) and T, will be the same for velocities corresponding to energes E( = m,u'/2) of up to about 3 eV. At higher energies the photoelectrons will dominate and KT(u) will rise rapidly to a value of the order of 10 eV. Thus, an enhancement of the plasma line (neglecting collisions) by a factor T(cph)/q -50
can be expected at heights where the phase velocity of the wave uph corresponds to particle energies E,, 2 3 eV. The effect of the earth's magnetic field upon the plasma wave is important for a wide range of angles 4 between the radar beam and the normal to the field line [49] . This is because the ambient electrons which provide the Landau damping can couple to the wave more readily in the presence of a weak magnetic field, since their gyrorotation about the field lines can cause them to appear to be traveling at uPh.
That is, an electron may rotate around the field line in a period of mlf, seconds, i.e., an exact number of cycles of the wave, and hence will reappear in the same position with respect to the wave crest. This effect serves to raise somewhat the minimum energy at which the plasma line is enhanced. The first detection of the enhanced plasma line was made at Arecibo [50] and since then it has been observed at most of the other observatories [l IO], 11 1 I ] except Jicamarca where, even when enhanced, the line is below the detection threshold owing to the small value of a( =4nD/1) (see Section IV-C). The nulls in the enhancement spectrum at harmonics -of the gyrofrequency (Fig. 42) have been observed at Stanford [l 1 1 ].
The intensity of the plasma line echo can be computed from the radar equation (28) where the cross section (r is multiplied by a factor a'[ T(uph)/T] and the number of electrons in the scattering volume NcT/2 becomes 2H&/f,, where H e is the electron density scale height and b the filter bandwidth [51] . Here it is assumed .that the height interval contributing to the echo is set by the combination of the altitude variation of f, and by the filter bandwidth b, and hence is much less than cT/2. It follows that by measuring the intensity of the plasma lines over a range of values of fN, it is possible to obtain the derivative of the photoelectron velocity distribution dF/dup, at a number of points in the velocity spectrum.. Unfortunately, this function will in general vary with altitude and since fN is a function of altitude, the results will not be very meaningful. However, above 300 km, electrons with energies E 2 6 eV can travel a considerable distance (i.e., greater than one scale height H e ) before being brought to rest via encounters with other particles, and some electrons can completely escape the local ionosphere. Thus, in the altitude range 300 to lo00 km, the energy spectrum of the escaping and arriving energy fluxes for E 2 6 eV is largely height independent, and hence measurements of T(vp,J from many altitudes can be employed to give a single spectrum. The results obtained for T(uJ by Yngvesson and Perkins [51] are shown in Fig. 43 .
The results of Fig. 43 determine uniquely the one-dimensional velocity distribution function along the vertical. In order to convert this to a three-dimensional distribution, Yngvesson and Perkins where a is the pitch angle between the velocity vector and the magnetic field and the + and -refer to the upward and downward going fluxes, respectively. This model provides for few electrons with a+!%' since these are removed by collisions. Fig. 44 shows the energy and particle fluxes that result. The total escaping energy flux appears to be 2 X 1013 eV/mz/s (1 eV= 1.6 x joule). These observations provide direct experimental evidence in support of In view of the fact that few satisfactory instruments have been developed -for in situ examination of fast photoelectrons, these Thomson Scatter radar results are of considerable importance. The inability to determine the energy spectrum for a single altitude is a handicap, which could in principle be overcome by making measurements at many widely spaced frequencies.
B. Direction of the Magnetic Field
There are other applications of Thomson Scatter radar that we shall not attempt to discuss here. We would be remiss, however, if nothing were said about experiments to determine the direction of the earth's magnetic field. There are a number of possible methods by which this may be done. For example, Millman [I 121 and Cohen [I 131 have employed the dependence of the amount of Faraday rotation as in (37) on the angle 8, between the field and the beam as a means of investigating the direction of the magnetic field. In this process it is necessary to determine the absolute density by some other means, and bothdhese authors used ionosonde records, thus limiting the range of altitudes that could be examined to those below the F2 peak.
We have mentioned in earlier sections effects of the magnetic field on the spectrum and intensity of the scattered signals. Any of these may be employed to determine the altitude at which the beam is directed normal to the magnetic field. The imposition of a magnetic field serves in general to increase the total echo power when Te/Ti> 1.0 [80] . Thus one technique (employed at Stanford [114] ) to locate the position where the beam is normal to the field is to measure the echo power as a function of beam position. Historically, the earliest method employed was that of searching for the narrowing of the signal spectrum that should occur in this position. Fig. 45 shows theoretical plots demonstrating this effect for the case where the wavelength scale 4471 lies between the electron gyroradius Re and ion gyroradius Ri [(54) and (55)]. Pineo et al. [115] observed this phenomenon using a radar located on Trinidad that could be directed to be normal to the field lines at F-region heights. However, since the beamwidth was 2", these measurements did not define the magnetic field direction very precisely.
At Jicamarca, Woodman [ 1 161 has employed the same phenomenon (i.e., the narrowing of the spectrum) in an ingenious way. By splitting the antenna into two halves he has essentially made interferometer measurements to search for the direction in which the spectrum is narrowest. As noted in Section VII-C, the region contributing to the positive correlation of the echoes obtained with widely spaced pulses is that part lying within the beam essentially along a normal to the field line. If now the complex cross correlation is determined of the signals received on two halves of the antenna for long delays in the autocorrelation function, the phase of the cross correlation will indicate the direction of arrival of the signals and hence the normal direction to the field line. Woodman [116] estimates that this technique is potentially accurate to -1 arc minute and Fig. 46 shows his results for the declination of the field as a function of altitude above Jicamarca. 
X. CLOSING REMARKS
We believe that the preceding sections should serve to demonstrate the remarkable potential of Thomson Scatter radar systems for investigations of the upper atmosphere. While it has not perhaps been made clear earlier, it should be stressed that many of the observations described can be made simultaneously so that the resu1t.s obtained in a few minutes are often equivalent to what might be accomplished with a successful well-equipped rocket. The ability to repeat the measurements at will is then comparable to a succession of such launches.
It.seems increasingly evident that many of the unsolved questions regarding both the neutral and ionized constituents of the upper atmosphere involve the dynamics of these regions. For this reason, the long time history afforded by radar observations is particularly valuable and could not be readily duplicated by rocket launches. The capability of the radar to determine the velocity of the undisturbed plasma is likely to be of increasing importance, and future radar systems are likely to be built with this specifically in mind [ 1 171.
In view of the difficulty of extracting from satellite data separately the dependence upon local time, latitude, longitude, season, and geomagnetic coordinates, we believe that a balanced program of ionospheric study would be one in which vertical profiles obtained by Thomson Scatter radars (and rockets) are "tied together" by observations camed out by satellites in circular, near-polar orbits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ONOSTATIC microwave Doppler radar. techniques are commonly used for tropospheric measurements of wind velocity in stoms and for ionospheric studies of electron and ion densities and temperManuscript received 3anuary 3, 1969.
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atures. The mean velocity component of the scattering elements along the beam direction is given by the mean Doppler shift of the received signal, while the spectral width of the signal provides a measure of the range of scattering element velocities within the scattering volume. In the case of ionospheric Thomson scatter, this spectral width can be used to calculate the kinetic temperatures of the scattering elements. Because the fractional Doppler shifts are very small, coherent detection is required. The development of lasers has made possible the. extension of these techniques to the optical spectral region. The principal advantage of this extension is that with the very short wavelength of visible iight much greater spatial resolution is possible than with radio or microwave systems; when the beam is focused, volumes as small as 1 x cm3 can be examined at a distance of a meter or more. In addition, although the fractional Doppler shift is independent of camer frequency, the absolute shift is much larger at optical than at radio frequencies, thus offering the possibility of improved precision in the velocity measurement. For these reasons, opticaI Doppler measurements of fluid velocity [l] and of the ve-
